
HOW TO MAKE A TRIPLE TWIST EASEL CARD 

1. Print out each sheet of card pieces onto good 

quality card (I used 230gsm glossy photo card). 

2. Cut out each piece. 

3. Score the main card piece across the middle 

horizontal line. 

4. Cut down the sides of the middle rectangle to 

the middle horizontal scored line - so that you have 3 “flaps” at the top. 

Score the two outer pieces along the line between the white triangle and 

the patterned/coloured triangle. Make sure you 

press on ALL these score lines with a bone 

folder to make them tight or the card won’t 

stand up. 

5. Using foam pads or silicon glue layer up the 

pyramid layers for your central image. Put to one side to dry if you’ve used 

glue. 

6. Fold the top centre rectangle down until the top meets the central 

horizontal score line and fold it in half - making a mountain shape.  With 

the card face down, stick the rectangular cover panel onto the centre flap 

so that when you make the card you will not see the white back of the 

rectangle but a pattern or colour. If your card has a distinct pattern on 

this piece stick it so that the pattern will be the correct way up when the 

card is assembled - the bottom of the pattern will be against the bottom 

cut edge of the large centre panel and it will 

cover the bottom half of this panel. With your 

card face down, stick your main pyramaged 

central image onto the panel you have just 

added - making sure your pyramid is lined up 

along the bottom and in the centre from left to 

right. 

7. Stick your coloured/patterned triangle panel covers onto the back of the 



panels marked “a” and “b” so that when the card is assembled you will not 

see any white. 

8. Lay your card face up, fold down the left 

triangle along the score line so that the back 

panel you have just stuck on is face up. 

Carefully line up your side image so that it is 

central from left to right and just touches the bottom. Stick it in place 

and repeat with the right side image. 

9. Take your 2 greetings panels and layer them using foam pads or silicon 

glue, then stick into place near the bottom centre of the main card. This 

will act as a stopper for the centre pyramaged panel of your easels. 

10. Match up the pairs of smaller stoppers layer them in the same way. 

11. In order to know where to stick these small stoppers, stand your card up 

and line up one of the outer easels so that it meets with the sharp corner 

pointing inwards on the base of the card, then stick your stopper in front 

of the imaginary line from this point to the join of the cut between the 

inner and outer easels and the scored line along the centre. 

12. Repeat this on the opposite easel. Your card is now finished. 

 

Please note: this is a large card once folded flat and will fit into an A4 sized 

envelope. 

 


